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I INTRODUCTION 
 

The fundamental norm against misleading others has assumed particular dominance in the 
Australian private law landscape. The categorical statutory prohibition on conduct that is misleading 
or ‘likely to mislead’ was introduced in s 52 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (‘TPA’), 
subsequently s 18 of the Australian Consumer Law (‘ACL’), along with wide-ranging accompanying 
remedies.1 As the then Chief Justice of the Federal Court of Australia, Michael Black, noted in his 
essay on the occasion of the 30th anniversary of the Federal Court, the statutory prohibition on 
misleading conduct has been of considerable importance to the history and evolution of the Court.2 
It ‘introduced a fundamental new element into commercial litigation’, 3  offering a simple and 
attractive gateway to extensive remedial relief. The Court’s initially exclusive jurisdiction in respect 
of the prohibition saw it quickly develop a substantial influence over a very wide range of commercial 
disputes, many of which were ‘far removed from the field of “consumer protection”’.4  

Unsurprisingly, given this background, the Federal Court has been the motor driving the 
development of the law relating to the statutory prohibition on misleading conduct in Australia. That 
jurisprudence has been particularly shaped by a series of landmark Federal Court decisions, 5 
delivered by eminent jurists, many of whom have been distinguished scholars in their own right,6 
with several having come to grace our nation’s highest court.7 Their body of work has played a critical 
role, not only in interpreting the statutory norm and its remedial counterparts, but also in locating the 
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1 The ACL is sch 2 of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) (‘CCA’). 
2 Chief Justice Michael E J Black, ‘The Federal Court of Australia: The First 30 Years — A Survey on the Occasion of 
Two Anniversaries’ (2007) 31 Melbourne University Law Review 1017. 
3 Ibid 1029. The second anniversary marked on the occasion of this paper was the 50th year of the Melbourne University 
Law Review itself. 
4 Ibid 1030. 
5 In addition to the three landmark cases discussed below, see also McWilliam’s Wines Pty Ltd v McDonald’s System of 
Australia Pty Ltd (1980) 49 FLR 455; Taco Co of Australia Inc v Taco Bell Pty Ltd (1982) 42 ALR 177; O’Brien v 
Smolonogov (1983) 53 ALR 107; Global Sportsman Pty Ltd v Mirror Newspapers Pty Ltd (1984) 2 FCR 82; Rhone-
Poulenc Agrochimie SA v UIM Chemical Services Pty Ltd (1986) 12 FCR 477; Inn Leisure Industries Pty Ltd (prov liq 
apptd) v D F McCloy Pty Ltd [No 1] (1991) 28 FCR 151; Janssen-Cilag Pty Ltd v Pfizer Pty Ltd (1992) 37 FCR 526; 
Accounting Systems 2000 (Developments) Pty Ltd v CCH Australia Ltd (1993) 42 FCR 470; Shahid v Australasian 
College of Dermatologists (2007) 72 IPR 555; Kuzmanovski v New South Wales Lotteries Corporation (2010) 270 ALR 
65; ABN AMRO Bank NV v Bathurst Regional Council (2014) 224 FCR 1; Caason Investments Pty Ltd v Cao (2015) 
236 FCR 322. 
6 At the time of writing, some 17 members of the Court have held or currently hold academic positions at Australian 
law schools, teaching across the spectrum of private law. 
7 Chief Justices Brennan, French and Kiefel, and Justices Deane, Toohey, Gummow, Crennan, Keane, Gordon and, 
most recently, Edelman. 
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operation of the scheme within its broader common law and equitable contexts.8 This work illustrates 
the vitality and ingenuity of the Federal Court in developing what is essentially a new area of law. 
The Federal Court has approached this task in a manner that is both mindful of the general law 
antecedents of the legislation and also advances into new territory in giving effect to the language 
and purpose of the relevant statutory provisions. It is this combined approach of taking seriously the 
words and purpose of the statute, while locating its operation in its broader general law context, that 
enables coherent exchange and integration between these bodies of law, rather than allowing the 
statute to become a mere codified version of the general law that operates in overlapping fields. 

Today, the dominance of the prohibition on misleading conduct originating in s 52 of the TPA 
is such that it permeates almost all aspects of consumer, corporate, commercial, and financial statutes 
and, consequently, litigation. Indeed, Paul Finn has described s 52 as the ‘motif’ for the proliferation 
of statutes from the 1970s onward into almost all aspects of ‘governmental, commercial and social 
life’.9 However, with the ongoing proliferation of statutes replicating and modifying that prohibition 
and its remedial regime across a myriad of general and specialised contexts comes the danger of 
developing incoherence in the law, both within the body of statutes dealing with misleading conduct 
and also as between those doctrines of general law and statutes addressing this issue.  

The Federal Court has, once again, been at the vanguard of identifying these issues, which 
have yet to receive the sustained attention by way of law reform that they deserve and, indeed, require. 
The Federal Court has already demonstrated that it is well-placed to address the interpretive 
challenges of s 52 and its remedial scheme. However, there are limits, also identified by the Court, to 
its ability to massage the developing ‘legislative porridge’ 10  of overlapping and sometimes 
conflicting provisions into a coherent system of law. Ultimately, this challenge is one that has been 
caused and must be squarely addressed by legislators and regulators in developing the law. 
Fortunately, the work of the Federal Court again provides considerable guidance on how that reform 
should proceed. 

In considering these themes, Part Two of this chapter will reflect on three landmark decisions 
of the Federal Court on the prohibition on misleading conduct and its related remedial scheme. The 
analysis reveals the Court’s willingness to forge beyond traditional general law responses to 
misleading conduct, as required by the words of the statute. This fidelity to the statutory scheme has 
established foundational principles upon which the law, as administered by all Australian courts, has 
continued to build.  

In Part Three we consider the challenge posed by the current trend of burgeoning consumer 
and commercial transactions regulation. Here we see an increasing convolution in the statutory 
sphere, with ongoing and arguably unnecessary replication and reformulation of the core prohibition, 
which risks fracturing the statutory treatment of misleading conduct.  

Part Four reflects on the critical issue of statutory design, informed by observations made 
repeatedly by Federal Court judges at the coalface, and in light of the preceding discussion in this 
paper. It is suggested that this is the ultimate challenge that must be squarely faced for the future 
successful reform and dissemination of the statutory laws of misleading conduct in Australia. We 
advocate a return to a clearer and cleaner legislative framework as well as a greater degree of 
confidence in the ability of a principles-based regime to respond to the fundamental harms addressed 

                                                 
8 On this process, see Paul Finn, ‘Statutes and the Common Law’ (1992) 22 University of Western Australia Law 
Review 7; Elise Bant, ‘Statute and Common Law: Interaction and Influence in Light of the Principle of Coherence’ 
(2015) 38 University of New South Wales Law Journal 367. 
9 Finn, above n 8, 11. 
10 Wingecarribee Shire Council v Lehman Brothers Australia Ltd (in liq) (2012) 301 ALR 1, 247 [948] (Rares J). 
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by the prohibition on misleading conduct. We suggest that the approach of the Federal Court should 
support legislative confidence in the capacity of courts to advance the policy objectives underlying 
the regime while doing so in a manner that promotes coherence across both statutory and common 
law contexts. 

II LANDMARK DECISIONS ON A NOVEL REGIME 
 

A The Interpretive Challenge 

A broad-based intolerance of conduct that misleads underpins a vast swathe of common law 
and equitable doctrines and rules. The common law torts of deceit, negligent misstatement, injurious 
falsehood, defamation and passing off, the equitable doctrines of estoppel, fraudulent and innocent 
misrepresentation and remedies such as rescission, all seek to prohibit, prevent and remedy the 
consequences of misleading conduct. The reasons for the law’s repeated concern with misleading 
conduct are not difficult to identify: it is unfair and inefficient for a person to be misled, and to suffer 
loss because of such conduct. At its worst, misleading conduct may be deliberate. As deceit, this 
conduct is wholly without social utility, prompting the law’s maxim that ‘fraud unravels all’.11 
However, even in its most innocuous forms, such as where misleading conduct is innocently 
committed, there are strong reasons of policy and justice why misleading conduct must be remedied 
and deterred. A plaintiff who enters into a contract in reliance on misleading information has been 
denied the opportunity of making a genuinely welfare-enhancing decision and may be financially 
worse off as a result. A defendant who benefits from misleading conduct undermines the efficient 
operation of the market by distorting the price and quality signals that drive competition.12 

 
These sorts of considerations strongly supported the introduction of the revolutionary 

prohibition on misleading conduct in s 52 of the TPA (now ACL s 18) and its associated remedial 
provisions, the right to damages in s 82 (ACL s 236) and the wide-ranging discretionary and 
compensatory orders available under s 87 (ACL ss 237, 243). By removing the need to prove intention 
to mislead and opening up a veritable ‘smorgasbord’ of remedies,13 the regime built upon, but also 
consciously departed from, its surrounding general law context. Importantly, it was designed for 
explicitly instrumental ends, namely to promote fair business practices and consumer protection.14 
To further these aims, the regime allowed for third party regulators to police contraventions of the 
prohibition on misleading conduct, thereby undertaking some of the communicative and deterrent 
burdens which, at general law, are solely shouldered by private litigants. In turn, this opened the way 
for regulators to intervene directly to shape Australian trade practices. In these ways, the statutory 
scheme invited courts to engage with considerations and interests that went well beyond the 
immediate parties to the dispute. 

 
The novelty of this regime presented immediate and ongoing challenges for courts faced with 

interpreting and applying the prohibition, and remedying the effects of its contravention. On the one 
hand, the legislation represented a conscious departure from nuances as well as gaps within the 
general law. On the other hand, the regime was sited within the context of a well-established and 
well-known body of substantive general law doctrines and remedies responding to concerns about 
misleading conduct. Courts were therefore faced with the task of giving meaning to a novel 
prohibition that resembled but did not replicate well-established principles of common law and 

                                                 
11 United City Merchants (Investments) Ltd v Royal Bank of Canada [1983] 1 AC 168, 184 (Lord Diplock). 
12 A J Duggan, The Economics of Consumer Protection: A Critique of the Chicago School Case Against Intervention 
(Adelaide Law Review Association, 1982) 22. 
13 Akron Securities Ltd v Iliffe (1997) 41 NSWLR 353, 364 (Mason P). 
14 TPA s 2; CCA s 2. 
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equity. Bringing order to these various intersecting strands of statutory and general law principle 
could be no easy task. In Henville v Walker, Gleeson CJ noted that although common law analogies 
‘are not controlling ... they represent an accumulation of valuable insight and experience which may 
well be useful in applying the Act’.15 Yet at the same time, courts have emphasised that the clear 
words of the TPA and the ACL must prevail over analogies drawn from familiar general law doctrines. 
In the words of Gummow J in Marks v GIO Australia Holdings Ltd, ‘[a]nalogy ... is a servant not a 
master’.16 In recent times, the High Court has emphasised anew the importance of applying the words 
of the statute and has cautioned strongly against applying tests or principles developed in different 
general law contexts.17 

 
From the outset, the Federal Court rose to this interpretive challenge of mediating between 

the influence of pre-existing law and the radical potential offered by the very simplicity of the core 
prohibition and its associated remedial regime. Indeed, writing in 1995, David Harland commented 
that ‘[t]he jurisprudence relating to section 52 and the remedies available for its enforcement is 
overwhelmingly the result of decisions of judges … of the Federal Court of Australia’. 18  The 
following trilogy of cases offer related and seminal examples of the rigour and acuity with which the 
challenges of that task have been met. In particular, they illustrate the rich substantive jurisprudence 
and sound interpretive method that has been developed by the Federal Court in exercising this 
distinctive jurisdiction. 

 

The cases were ground-breaking in developing the jurisprudence both defining the parameters 
of the action for misleading conduct contrary to s 52 of the TPA and also guiding the award of 
statutory relief under s 87. In doing so, they also revealed important features of the broader statutory 
scheme. Central to these achievements has been the emergence of a clear interpretive method, which 
commences with the words and aims of the statute, but then draws selectively on general law 
principles, to the extent that they appear consistent with, and promote the statutory language and 
object. As Gummow J explained in Elna Australia Pty Ltd v International Computers (Aust) Pty Ltd 
[No 2]: 

That process of statutory construction calls for examination of the terms of the statute in their context, using 
‘context’ to embrace the other provisions of the statute, the pre-existing state of the law, other statutes in pari 
materia, and the mischief the court can discern as that the statute was intended to remedy …19 

As we will see, it is through this careful integration of statutory and general law analysis that 
courts have been able clearly and soundly to establish the jurisdictional basis and conditions 
identifying a contravention of the prohibition and its remedies. 

B Henjo 

Henjo Investments Pty Ltd v Collins Marrickville Pty Ltd [No 1]20 is rightly known to every 
Australian law student. The case concerned the sale by Henjo of its restaurant in Double Bay, Sydney, 
which was called ‘The New York Deli’. From the day it opened its doors, the restaurant operated in 
breach of its licensing conditions, which limited it to a seating capacity of 84 persons at 26 tables and 

                                                 
15 (2001) 206 CLR 459, 470 [18]. 
16 (1998) 196 CLR 494, 529 [103]. 
17 Campbell v Backoffice Investments Pty Ltd (2009) 238 CLR 304, 351-2 (Gummow, Hayne, Heydon and Kiefel JJ). 
18 David Harland, ‘The Statutory Prohibition of Misleading or Deceptive Conduct in Australia and its Impact on the 
Law of Contract’ (1995) 111 Law Quarterly Review 100, 106.  
19 (1987) 16 FCR 410, 418. 
20 (1988) 39 FCR 546 (‘Henjo’). 
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made no provision for bar stools to be placed and used in the service bar areas. When representatives 
of Collins Marrickville Pty Ltd (Collins) inspected the restaurant with a view to its purchase, the real 
estate agent acting for Henjo communicated to them the information (supplied by Henjo’s controlling 
director), that it was licensed to seat 128 people. No mention was made of the fact that the eight stools 
then in situ at the bar were not permitted under the licence. Collins’ solicitor failed to follow his 
client’s instructions to check with the local council and Licensing Court that the business was fully 
compliant. As a result, the erroneous impression created by Henjo’s conduct was never corrected, 
and in reliance on this conduct, Collins purchased the business. Pertinently, the contract contained an 
‘entire agreement’ clause and a condition by which the purchaser agreed that it had not relied on any 
representations made by or on behalf of the vendor, except as set out in the agreement. Henjo later 
took a mortgage from Collins to secure the outstanding balance on the purchase price.  

The business did not prosper under Collins’ management. Indeed, it steadily lost money 
through the years of litigation that followed. However, valuing that loss was no easy task. The trial 
judge noted that it was ‘a matter of some dismay’21 that despite the assistance of four specialist 
valuers retained by the parties, not one of them had offered an opinion on the only valuation issue 
that arose in the case, namely the true value of the business as at the date of purchase. Moreover, it 
was accepted at first instance, and on appeal, that the volume of losses incurred by Collins on 
assuming control of the restaurant business was in no small part caused by its own business decisions 
and, quite possibly, incompetence. The bar stools were removed following demands from the 
licensing police but the number of seats otherwise remained unchanged, notwithstanding Collins 
becoming aware of the licensing issues. More significant for the business’ lack of success were the 
facts that key restaurant personnel left, the very popular original layout and menu of the restaurant 
were changed to ill effect, and Collins appointed more waiting staff, thus increasing expenses. The 
impact of these contributing factors on the amount of lost earnings was considerable but uncertain. 
Nor was it possible to determine with any precision on the scant evidence provided what takings were 
lost through the removal of the bar stools, beyond concluding, as did the trial judge, that any loss 
‘was relatively minor’.22 

 In light of these difficulties, the trial judge turned to s 87 of the TPA and declared that the 
contract was void ab initio, ordered mutual restitution and counter-restitution between the parties of 
all benefits conferred under the contract, that the associated mortgage in favour of Henjo be 
discharged, and finally, that Henjo execute documents to indemnify Collins and its controlling 
director from any liabilities to the lessor of the premises in which the restaurant was located. On 
appeal, a majority of the Federal Court overturned this decision and remitted the case back to the trial 
judge for assessment of damages under s 82. The leading judgment was given by Lockhart J, one of 
the most eminent and influential figures in the early history of the Court. His Honour (with whom 
Burchett J separately agreed, Foster J dissenting on the issue of remedy) laid down a series of 
propositions that have since guided courts on key matters concerning the scope and operation of the 
prohibition and its remedial regime.  

First, his Honour returned to the words of the Act to clarify that the prohibition in s 52 does 
not require an active representation, but rather ‘conduct’ that is misleading or deceptive, or that is 
likely to mislead or deceive. In so doing, his Honour emphasised what has become a core 
interpretative theme of courts approaching s 52 and its successor, namely paying close attention to 
the language of the statute in light of the particular facts of each case: 

Dictionaries, one’s own knowledge of the developing English language and ordinary experience are useful 
touchstones, but ultimately in each case it is necessary to examine the conduct, whether representational in 

                                                 
21 Collins Marrickville Pty Ltd v Henjo Investments Pty Ltd [1987] FCA 363 (20 October 1987) [22] (Wilcox J). 
22 Henjo (1988) 39 FCR 546, 552, 562 (Lockhart J). 
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character or not, and ask the question whether the impugned conduct of its nature constitutes misleading or 
deceptive conduct.23 

Building on his earlier reasoning in Rhone-Poulenc Agrochimie SA v UIM Chemical Services 
Pty Ltd,24 Lockhart J drew on the language of the statute and the common law of misrepresentation 
to hold that a party may, in the circumstances of a case, be entitled to infer that a matter does not exist 
from the silence of the representor.25 Although framed in terms of a ‘duty to disclose’,26 in drawing 
the statutory enquiry away from the assumption (made in some earlier cases) that the jurisdiction was 
‘confined exclusively to circumstances which constitute some form of representation’,27 Lockhart J 
aligned the curial enquiry more closely with the language and purpose of the statute. In so doing, the 
decision continued the work of earlier courts28 in clearing the way for the eventual and complete 
emancipation of the statutory prohibition from any requirement of representation. 29  Later cases 
embraced the Court’s emphasis on the need to look at the conduct as a whole and in the light of the 
words of the statute.30 Indeed, adopting that approach, courts in time moved away from the language 
of a ‘duty to disclose’ with its connotations of some outside source of obligation, to an emphasis on 
enquiring into the circumstances necessary to found this form of statutory liability.31  

Secondly, and drawing on the equitable principles of innocent misrepresentation and the 
common law of deceit, Lockhart J further held that the fact that the plaintiff should have made its 
own enquiries, and that such enquiries would have revealed the true position, was no answer to the 
question of whether the conduct was misleading, or whether the plaintiff had acted on that conduct.32 
In particular, while causation was required under the TPA, consideration of the analogous law of 
deceit suggested that the misleading conduct did not need to be the sole reason for, or contribution 
to, the plaintiff’s loss. Nor did simple carelessness on the part of the plaintiff suffice to negate the 
liability that otherwise arose to remedy loss to which the defendant’s misleading conduct had 
contributed. 33  These points laid the foundations for the distinctive jurisprudence concerning 
remoteness and scope of liability that continues to be developed by the Federal Court.34 

Thirdly, his Honour swiftly rejected Henjo’s arguments that the contractual provisions were 
effective to exclude the operation of the Act. In reaching this view, his Honour emphasised that to 
give effect to the provisions in the contended manner ‘would be contrary to public policy’, as 
undermining the protective policy of the Act and allowing ‘a public policy statute’ introduced ‘in 
order to stamp out unfair or improper conduct in trade or commerce’ to be ‘ousted by private 

                                                 
23 Ibid 555.  
24 (1986) 12 FCR 477, 504. See also at 490 (Bowen CJ), 508 (Jackson J). 
25 Henjo (1988) 39 FCR 546, 557. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid 555.  
28 See, in particular, Taco Co of Australia Inc v Taco Bell Pty Ltd (1982) 42 ALR 177, 202 (Deane and Fitzgerald JJ); 
Global Sportsman Pty Ltd v Mirror Newspapers Pty Ltd (1984) 2 FCR 82, 88 (Bowen CJ, Lockhart and Fitzgerald JJ).  
29 See, eg, Google Inc v Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (2013) 249 CLR 435, 465 [92] (Hayne J); 
Butcher v Lachlan Elder Realty Pty Ltd (2004) 218 CLR 592, 603 [32] (Gleeson CJ, Hayne and Heydon JJ). 
30 Ibid. 
31 See Demagogue Pty Ltd v Ramensky (1992) 39 FCR 31, 32 (Black CJ); Miller & Associates Insurance Broking Pty 
Ltd v BMW Australia Finance Ltd (2010) 241 CLR 357, 369-71 [17]–[23] (French CJ and Kiefel J). 
32 Henjo (1988) 39 FCR 546, 558-9. 
33 Approved in I & L Securities Pty Ltd v HTW Valuers (Brisbane) Pty Ltd (2002) 210 CLR 109, 139 [97] (McHugh J). 
34 See, eg, Caason Investments Pty Ltd v Cao (2015) 236 FCR 322; Elise Bant and Jeannie Marie Paterson, ‘Statutory 
Causation in Cases of Misleading Conduct: Lessons from and for the Common Law’ (2017) 24 Torts Law Journal 1. 
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agreement’. 35  This approach constitutes a prescient application of the overriding principle of 
coherence, which has been recently and repeatedly emphasised in the High Court.36 Whether the 
demands of coherence have been sufficiently appreciated by successive state, territory, and 
Commonwealth parliaments is another matter, which is the subject of extended consideration in Part 
Three of this chapter.  

These three points on the substance and operation of the statutory prohibition were 
subsequently and expressly adopted by the High Court in Butcher v Lachlan Elder Realty Pty Ltd,37 
and have continued to guide all Australian courts exercising this protective jurisdiction. However, the 
decision also earns its place as a leading teaching case for its perceptive examination of the myriad 
of issues relevant in awarding relief for a contravention of the statutory prohibition. Significant here 
is Lockhart J’s treatment of the ‘most difficult question’, namely whether compensation or restitution 
was the appropriate form of relief.38 

This question identifies from the outset a key interpretive challenge associated with the novel 
consumer protection regime. In the ‘smorgasbord’ of remedies offered by s 87 of the TPA (now s 243 
of the ACL) none of the orders listed adopt the language of rescission or restitution.39 Nor do they 
refer to other related general law concepts such as counter-restitution or the requirement of restitutio 
in integrum. Further, s 87/s 237(2) provides that any order made under that provision ‘must be an 
order that the court considers will: (a) compensate the injured person, or any such injured persons, in 
whole or in part for the loss or damage; or (b) prevent or reduce the loss or damage’. The remedial 
aim of the provisions therefore appears compensatory, not restitutionary. Nonetheless, courts have 
repeatedly held that the statute empowers them to award rescission-like remedies, in particular, 
pursuant to a combination of s 87(2) (a), (ba) and (c) of the TPA (s 243(a), (c) and (d) of the ACL). 

Henjo is significant in this context for accepting and helping to articulate the conditions for 
the exercise of the Court’s discretion to award restitutionary relief under s 87 of the TPA. In so doing, 
it also illustrated the Court’s developing interpretive method. In his judgment, Lockhart J noted that 
‘[i]n granting a remedy under s 87, the court is not restricted by the limitations under the general law 
of a party’s right to rescind for breach of contract or misrepresentation’. 40 Nonetheless, it was 
appropriate to consider, as does the general law of rescission, whether restitutio in integrum was 
possible, and whether rescission was timely, just and fair in exercising the statutory discretion.41 
Here, on the facts of the case, the general law and statutory operations aligned to preclude the 
possibility of orders akin to rescission, offering practical justice between the parties.  

It is intriguing, with the benefit of hindsight, to observe his Honour’s discussion of the 
relevance of any irreversible changes of position in awarding restitutionary relief,42 presaging the 

                                                 
35 Henjo (1988) 39 FCR 546, 561. 
36 Miller v Miller (2011) 242 CLR 446, 454 [15] (French CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Heydon, Crennan, Kiefel and Bell JJ); 
Sullivan v Moody (2001) 207 CLR 562, 576 [42], 580-1 [53]-[55] (Gleeson CJ, Gaudron, McHugh, Hayne and Callinan 
JJ); Agricultural and Rural Finance Pty Ltd v Gardiner (2008) 238 CLR 570, 602 [100] (Gummow, Hayne and Kiefel 
JJ); CAL No 14 Pty Ltd v Motor Accidents Insurance Board (2009) 239 CLR 390, 406-10 [39]-[42] (Gummow, Heydon 
and Crennan JJ); Equuscorp Pty Ltd v Haxton (2012) 246 CLR 498. See also Bant, above n 8. 
37 (2004) 218 CLR 592, 603 [32] (Gleeson CJ, Hayne and Heydon JJ), 624 [105], 625-6 [111], 641 [160] (McHugh J). 
38 Henjo (1988) 39 FCR 546, 561. 
39 The interplay between statute and general law principles of restitution in cases awarding statutory rescission is 
examined in Elise Bant, ‘Rescission, Restitution and Compensation’ in Simone Degeling and Jason NE Varuhas (eds), 
Equitable Compensation and Disgorgement of Profit (Hart Publishing, 2017) 277, 295-300. 
40 Henjo (1988) 39 FCR 546, 564. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Also identified by the trial judge: see ibid 562. 
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High Court’s analogous development of the defence of change of position in Australian Financial 
Services & Leasing Pty Ltd v Hills Industries Ltd43 by some 30 years. In that case, the High Court 
recognised that a defence of change of position is necessary to prevent a restitutionary defendant from 
being placed unjustifiably in a worse position than she occupied prior to the impugned transaction.44 
The Court identified as a key consideration whether any change of position is reversible.45 The 
parallels with Lockhart J’s analysis of the relevance of irreversible changes of position for 
restitutionary relief consequent on rescission are striking. Lockhart J’s elucidation of the 
circumstances in which counter-restitution of the business (as a condition of obtaining back the 
purchase price) would become impossible also broke new ground in the developing jurisprudence 
governing the award of relief under the statute. Drawing on the doctrine of equitable rescission, his 
Honour identified three factors that combined to render statutory orders equivalent to rescission 
inappropriate: (1) the lengthy and unjustified delay by Collins; (2) the consequential difficulties that 
delay presented to securing substantial counter-restitution of the restaurant to Henjo as a condition of 
rescission; together with (3) Collins’ late change of claim from compensation to rescission.46 In 
particular, while in the course of making restitutionary orders, allowances might be made to diminish 
the detriment Henjo would otherwise suffer in taking back the business, his Honour concluded that 
the extent of the changes to the business under Collins’ management meant that such allowances 
would not provide adequate protection.47 

In his brief concurring judgment, Burchett J agreed that too much time had passed, and too 
much had changed, to justify orders effecting rescission of the agreement.48 However, his Honour 
drew out an important aspect of Lockhart J’s reasoning, namely that the general requirement to act 
promptly to mitigate losses, applicable at general law even in cases of fraudulent misrepresentation, 
also informed the award of remedies under the TPA: ‘There is as much reason to require a vigilant 
response in respect of misleading conduct as there is under the general law in respect of a fraudulent 
misrepresentation’.49 A differently constituted Full Court reaffirmed that view when, on the question 
of assessment of damages, the case again came before it on appeal.50 This reasoning pre-empted the 
introduction of the apportionment provision in s 137B of the CCA, which expressly recognises the 
relevance of fault in determining the defendant’s scope of liability for contravention of the prohibition 
on misleading conduct, in terms that clearly encompass issues of mitigation. It also highlights the 
ongoing interaction between general law and statutory principles in developing the jurisprudence 
surrounding relief for misleading conduct under the Act. 

C Munchies 

Henjo provides an instructive counterpoint to Munchies Management Pty Ltd v Belperio, a 
case decided in the same year by the South Australian division, this time boasting a bench comprising 
Fisher, Gummow and Lee JJ.51 As with Henjo, the case concerned a business purchased as a result 
of deliberate misleading conduct, which degenerated further upon the purchasers taking possession. 

                                                 
43 (2014) 253 CLR 560. 
44 Ibid 581 [23], 583 [27] (French CJ), 598-9 [84] (Hayne, Crennan, Kiefel, Bell and Keane JJ), 625-6 [157] (Gageler 
J). 
45 Ibid 560, 580-2 [23]-[25] (French CJ), 602 [95] (Hayne, Crennan, Kiefel, Bell and Keane JJ). 
46 Henjo (1988) 39 FCR 546, 565-6. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Ibid 568. 
49 Ibid. 
50 Henjo Investments Pty Ltd v Collins Marrickville Pty Ltd [No 2] (1989) 40 FCR 76, 84-5 (Burchett J), 90-1 (Lee J). 
51 Munchies Management Pty Ltd v Belperio (1988) 58 FCR 274 (‘Munchies’). 
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Another similarity was that the purchasers in Munchies had not laid the necessary evidential 
foundations for an assessment of damages in deceit, or for compensation under the TPA. On the other 
hand, unlike Henjo, the purchasers had immediately tried to give notice of rescission upon 
discovering the fraud and to mitigate their loss by attempting (unsuccessfully) to sell the business. 
When they first gave notice of rescission, substantial restitutio in integrum would have been relatively 
simple. However, by the time the matter came before the Federal Court, the landlord had re-entered 
the business premises. As a result, much of the plant and equipment for the business was unable to 
be returned to the vendor, having already been forcibly sold to satisfy the outstanding rent that the 
purchasers had not paid following their purported rescission. 

The parties, and indeed the judge at first instance, had assumed that these circumstances meant 
that rescission was unavailable.52 The Full Federal Court disagreed, citing the leading High Court 
decision on equitable rescission of Alati v Kruger,53 and noting that ‘equitable principles concerning 
rescission give safe, if not necessarily exclusive, guidance’.54 In coming to this view, the Court 
directly addressed the critical question flagged earlier, as to how statutory remedial provisions 
ostensibly concerned with compensatory orders could support restitutionary relief. It explained: 

The orders for accounting and payment of money made in those cases as part of the process of rescission ab 
initio may be seen as recovery literally of the amount of loss or damage within the meaning of s 82, giving 
‘recover’ the sense of regaining through restitution a position lost by the conduct complained of. … In any 
event, orders such as those in Alati v Kruger … may properly be considered as reducing the loss or damage 
suffered within the sense of s 87 of the Act.55 

The Court followed Alati v Kruger to find that rescission was still available, notwithstanding 
the various changes of position affecting the ability of the respondents to restore the business to the 
appellants.56 However, the Court refused to require the purchasers to ‘make good’ the deterioration 
in the value of the business, so as to effect full counter-restitution to the appellants, thereby giving 
protection to the respondents’ change of position suffered upon taking possession of the business.57 
By refusing to accept the return of the property the vendors had elected to assume the risk of any 
devaluation in the business or its assets.58 Thus: 

A deterioration in the value of the business occasioned by the landlord's eviction of the purchasers and any fall 
in value of the plant that may have resulted from disposal of that plant and equipment by forced sale are not 
matters for which the purchasers may be held responsible, and the extent of that loss must fall upon the 
respondents. This is not a case in which the purchasers should be required to allow compensation in respect of 
that deterioration …59 

The Court went on to stipulate that the obligation of the appellant vendor to make restitution 
of the purchase price was subject to allowances, including sums for the use of the plant by the 

                                                 
52 Ibid 282 (Fisher, Gummow and Lee JJ). 
53 (1955) 94 CLR 216. 
54 Munchies (1988) 58 FCR 274, 288. See also Marks v GIO Australia Holdings Ltd (1998) 196 CLR 494, 535 [116] 
(Gummow J); Tenji v Henneberry & Associates Pty Ltd (2000) 98 FCR 324, 329-30 [12] (French J). 
55 Munchies (1988) 58 FCR 274, 287-8 (emphasis added), cited with approval in Demagogue Pty Ltd v Ramensky 
(1992) 39 FCR 31, 45 (Gummow J); Metz Holdings Pty Ltd v Simmac Pty Ltd [No 2] (2011) 216 IR 116, 257 [865] 
(Barker J). See also Karmot Auto Spares Pty Ltd v Dominelli Ford (Hurstville) Pty Ltd (1992) 35 FCR 560, 573 
(Heerey J). 
56 Munchies (1988) 58 FCR 274, 282. 
57 Ibid 289. 
58 Ibid 288-9.  
59 Ibid 289.  
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respondent purchasers prior to rescission.60 The Court also awarded sums in favour of the respondent 
purchasers for (1) legal costs and associated costs paid on settlement of the sale of the business; (2) 
demolition cost incurred on the vendor's behalf; (3) net trading losses for a defined period; and (4) 
interest on the purchase price.61 This mix of restitutionary relief and change of position considerations 
again is redolent of the modern law of restitution, affirming the principled convergence of the unique 
jurisprudence of s 52 and its associated remedies with the evolving general law context.  

D Demagogue 

The third case we have chosen in our trilogy of decisions, Demagogue Pty Ltd v Ramensky, 
continues and firmly embeds the interpretative approach from the earlier cases, namely a willingness 
to draw on relevant general law principles and also to embrace the potential of the legislation as 
establishing a new norm of conduct.62 The Ramenskys had purchased property in Queensland in 
reliance on misleading conduct by a real estate agent acting for the vendor. The agent had failed to 
disclose that the only planned access to the purchased unit would be via a private road, a complex 
and expensive alternative to the usual driveway or public road. When the Ramenskys discovered the 
truth, they refused to complete the transaction, as a result facing the danger of specific enforcement 
of the contract, in circumstances in which they no longer wished to complete the purchase. An 
important factor was that, in the interim, the property market in the area had fallen dramatically.  

Black CJ’s judgment is rightly lauded as finally establishing, beyond a shadow of a doubt, 
that whether misleading conduct contrary to the statutory prohibition may be found in a failure to 
speak depends, not on the application of general law rules about half-truths and duties, but rather on 
an assessment of the conduct as a whole.63 Black CJ explained that: 

Silence is to be assessed as a circumstance like any other. To say this is certainly not to impose any general duty 
of disclosure … Although ‘mere silence’ is a convenient way of describing some fact situations, there is in truth 
no such thing as ‘mere silence’ because the significance of silence always falls to be considered in the context 
in which it occurs. That context may or may not include facts giving rise to a reasonable expectation, in the 
circumstances of the case, that if particular matters exist they will be disclosed.64 

His Honour also went on to examine in detail the statutory basis for restitutionary relief under 
provisions that, after all, were explicitly compensatory in aim. As explained, consideration of the 
language, structure and purpose of the TPA demonstrated ‘that the loss or damage contemplated by s 
87(1A) is not limited to loss or damage in the s 82 sense but was intended to include the detriment 
suffered by being bound to a contract unconscionably induced’.65 In a separate, rigorous examination 
of the remedial scheme, Gummow J agreed that the language of the statute taken as a whole 
‘emphasises that the phrase “the loss or damage”, at least in s 87, may be concerned with more than 
pecuniary recovery as understood in the law of damages in tort’ and may extend to entry into 
contractual obligations as a result of misleading or deceptive conduct.66 His Honour later drew further 
support for that view from the equitable doctrine of rescission: 

It may well be that in a given case the contract is not financially disadvantageous to the complainant. But, at 
least in Australia, if a contract is rescinded in equity for some vitiating factor in its formation, it is not sufficient 
                                                 

60 Ibid. 
61 Ibid 290. 
62 (1992) 39 FCR 31 (‘Demagogue’). 
63 See Miller & Associates Insurance Broking Pty Ltd v BMW Australia Finance Ltd (2010) 241 CLR 357; Campbell v 
Backoffice Investments Pty Ltd (2009) 238 CLR 304.  
64 Demagogue (1992) 39 FCR 31, 32. 
65 Ibid 33.  
66 Ibid 43. 
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for the defendant to show that the transaction to which the complainant was improperly induced to assent, after 
all, contained terms which, viewed objectively, were not manifestly disadvantageous so that, the complainant 
should freely have accepted them. … It would be an odd result if s 87 and s 4K were to be read in a contrary 
sense by giving too narrow a meaning to the phrase ‘loss or damage’.67 

In a short concurring judgment, Cooper J considered that ‘“loss or damage” in s 87(1) means 
no more than the disadvantage which is suffered by a person as the result of the act or default of 
another in the circumstances provided for in the section’.68 His Honour emphasised that relief granted 
under the section to compensate or prevent that loss or damage must meet the purpose of the 
provisions: 

That object mirrors the approach of equity in the case of equitable fraud or unconscionability. The granting of 
equitable relief in those circumstances is not ‘to extend sympathetic benevolence to a victim of undeserved 
misfortune’ but ‘one which denies to those who have acted unconscientiously the fruits of their wrongdoing’.69 

E Impact 

Taken together, this trilogy of cases illustrates the Court slowly emancipating its reasoning 
from general law foundations, which had tended to assume the necessity for a representation or 
reliance. Instead, the Court gave effect to the strong and clear words of the prohibition which targeted 
misleading conduct.70 The cases also establish the Court’s judicious use of analogous common law 
doctrine to develop the juridical basis for, and considerations governing relief analogous to, rescission 
under the TPA.  

This process of integrated reasoning across statute and general law continues today across a 
diverse range of statutory enquiries, all of them critical to the continuing success of the statutory 
regime governing misleading conduct. To take merely two examples, the Federal Court has taken 
significant steps towards emancipating the statutory conception of causation from ‘reliance’, while 
still drawing benefit from general law conceptions of causation to interpret and apply the provisions 
consistently with their language and purpose.71 In the sphere of penalties, the Federal Court has led 
the development of a considerable body of case law and principles for assessing the award of civil 
pecuniary penalties for contraventions of the more specific prohibitions on misleading conduct in ss 
29-37 of the ACL.72 In both cases, the statutory enquiry has increasingly required the Court to address 
not only the interaction between general law and statutory principle, but the relation between the 
instant legislative scheme and other parallel or overlapping statutory regimes. As the following Part 
demonstrates, it is this last aspect of the interpretive challenge faced by courts applying the novel 
regime created under the TPA that now constitutes the biggest hurdle to the development of an 
effective and coherent law of misleading conduct in Australia. The very success of the statutory 
scheme introduced by s 52 and its remedial counterparts, as applied by the Federal Court, has resulted 

                                                 
67 Ibid 43-4. 
68 Ibid 47 (citations omitted). 
69 Ibid 48 (citations omitted). 
70 See, eg, Taco Co of Australia Inc v Taco Bell Pty Ltd (1982) 42 ALR 177. 
71 Caason Investments Pty Ltd v Cao (2015) 236 FCR 322; Brosnan v Katke [2016] ATPR ¶42-515, 43 051 [121]; 
Grant-Taylor v Babcock & Brown Ltd (in liq) [No 1] [2014] FCA 437 (2 May 2014). An excellent early example is 
Janssen-Cilag Pty Ltd v Pfizer Pty Ltd (1992) 37 FCR 526. See further Bant and Paterson, above n 34. 
72 See, eg, Australian Competition and Consumer Commission v Reckitt Benckiser (Australia) Pty Ltd (2016) 340 ALR 
25, drawing on Trade Practices Commission v CSR Ltd [1991] ATPR ¶41-076 and Singtel Optus Pty Ltd v Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission (2012) 287 ALR 249. See also ACCC v Yazaki Corporation [No 3] [2017] 
ATPR ¶42-541, [37], [45] (Besanko J). See further Jeannie Marie Paterson and Elise Bant, ‘Intuitive Synthesis and 
Fidelity to Purpose? Judicial Interpretation of the Discretionary Power to Award Civil Penalties under the Australian 
Consumer Law’ (forthcoming).   
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in an explosion of ill-conceived and poorly framed legislation that ultimately undermines the 
effectiveness of the law’s prohibitions. 

III CHALLENGES 
 

Given the primacy of the prohibition on misleading conduct in both law and commerce, the 
elegant and simple promise offered by the TPA, and its clearly capable and competent stewardship 
by the courts, it should be a matter of general dismay that Australia’s statutory schemes for redressing 
misleading conduct have degenerated into unprincipled confusion over the last ten years. A key cause 
of that demise lies in a shift in practices of legislative design. The legislative response to concerns 
about the detrimental effects of misleading conduct has been to include prohibitions on specific and 
detailed types of misleading conduct in the legislation, with a predictable explosion in length and 
complexity, but no obvious signs of success in its educative aims.73 As Justice Rares has observed, 
when the TPA was first enacted, it was 88 pages long.74 The ACL is now 273 pages long (not including 
endnotes). Even the simple prohibition on misleading conduct in s 18 of the ACL is now accompanied 
by nine sections containing prohibitions on more specific forms of misleading conduct.75  

The success of s 52 of the TPA has seen it taken up and repeated in slightly different forms 
and with varying coverage in a host of other legislative instruments at state, territory and 
Commonwealth level. These include the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (‘Corporations Act’) and 
Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth) (‘ASIC Act’), as well as more 
specific counterparts such as under the retail tenancies acts and Superannuation Industry 
(Supervision) Act 1993 (Cth).76 The resultant interaction of overlapping, competing and sometimes 
conflicting statutory and general law principles has become almost unmanageably complex. In the 
words of Rares J in Wingecarribee Shire Council v Lehman Brothers Australia Ltd (in liq): 

For many years all one had to know was that the elegantly simple s 52(1) of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) 
prohibited a corporation from engaging in conduct, in trade or commerce, that was … likely to mislead or 
deceive. For some purpose that is not evident the parliament decided to remove elegant simplicity in its statutory 
drafting some years ago. Now the community and the courts must grapple with a labyrinth of statutes, all 
prohibiting such conduct, in relatively general fields … and also in particular fields … Since the end result of 
this legislative morass seems to be the same, it is difficult to discern why the public, their lawyers (if they can 
afford them) and the courts must waste their time turning up and construing which of these statutes applies to 
the particular circumstance. … Why does a court have to waste its time wading through this legislative porridge 
…?77 

As Rares J also observed, Australia’s statutory schemes define and delimit their operation on 
instances of misleading conduct in ways that defy rational justification.78 Thus, the ACL does not 
apply to the supply of financial services and financial products79 and the Corporations Act and the 

                                                 
73 See also Elise Bant and Jeannie Paterson, ‘Statutory Interpretation and the Critical Role of Soft Law Guidelines in 
Developing a Coherent Law of Remedies in Australia’ in Ron Levy et al (eds), New Directions for Law in Australia: 
Essays in Contemporary Law Reform (ANU Press, 2017) 301. 
74 Justice Steven Rares, ‘Striking the Modern Balance between Freedom of Contract and Consumer Rights’ (2014) 
28(3) Commercial Law Quarterly 7, 10. 
75 See ACL ss 29-37. 
76 See, eg, Corporations Act s 1041H; ASIC Act s 12DA; Retail Leases Act 1994 (NSW) s 62D; Commercial Tenancy 
(Retail Shops) Agreements Act 1985 (WA) s 16C.  
77 (2012) 301 ALR 1, 247 [947]-[948]. 
78 Ibid 247 [948]. 
79 CCA s 131A. 
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ASIC Act contain highly complex definitions of the products that come within their scope.80 The 
eminently predictable outcome of this statutory proliferation is protracted and cripplingly expensive 
litigation to determine who is covered by what prohibition. As noted by Keane CJ in the Full Federal 
Court, ‘[t]he presentation of a range of alternative arguments is not apt to aid comprehension or 
coherence of analysis and exposition; indeed, this approach may distract attention from the central 
issues’.81 Endorsing these observations, Edelman J has similarly criticised the accompanying trend 
of pleading ‘every possible permutation of’ the law relating to misleading conduct, which is likely in 
most cases to ‘do little more than to delay the proceeding and increase legal expenses’.82 

It may be that the unhelpful ‘demarcation disputes’ between legislative schemes could 
nonetheless be tolerated if, as Rares J intimated,83 the various provisions were all likely to lead to the 
same result. Indeed, given that the meta-statutory regimes (such as those introduced under the ACL, 
ASIC Act and Corporations Act) concerned with misleading conduct frequently all apply to the one 
set of facts, and in conjunction with potential claims in tort, contract and equity,84 some consistency 
in principle and application seems like a bare minimum requirement if the rule of law is to be 
maintained. However, this seems an overly optimistic view. The idiosyncrasies and vagaries in 
legislative drafting mean that different language is often used in a variety of overlapping scenarios to 
address what appear to be similar issues, to different effect. Thus, the functionally equivalent general 
statutory prohibitions on misleading conduct are each accompanied by their own, overlapping 
regimes on contributory negligence85 and proportionate liability for concurrent wrongdoers in cases 
involving economic loss or damage to property.86 Moreover, these regimes apply only to some 
instances of conduct that offends the various prohibitions on misleading conduct. For example, 
provisions for proportionate liability only apply to claims under the general prohibition on misleading 
conduct87 and not to claims under the more specific prohibitions on false or misleading conduct.88 

Similarly, foundational requirements for imposing liability for misleading conduct often differ 
between statutes without apparent reason.89 The Federal Court has in recent years drawn particular 
attention to the proliferation of statutory concepts of causation relevant to misleading conduct.90 In 

                                                 
80 See, eg, Corporations Act ss 9, 761D(1). See further Jeannie Marie Paterson and Elise Bant, ‘In the Age of Statutes, 
Why Do We Still Turn to the Common Law Torts?: Lessons from the Statutory Prohibitions on Misleading Conduct in 
Australia’ (2016) 23 Torts Law Journal 139. 
81 Australian Securities and Investments Commission v Fortescue Metals Group Ltd (2011) 190 FCR 364, 371 [16] 
(Keane CJ), quoted in Forrest v Australian Securities and Investments Commission (2012) 247 CLR 486, 503 [27] 
(French CJ, Gummow, Hayne and Kiefel JJ). 
82 Kadam v MiiResorts Group 1 Pty Ltd [No 2] (2016) 118 ACSR 1, 9 [35] (Edelman J). 
83 Wingecarribee Shire Council v Lehman Brothers Australia Ltd (in liq) (2012) 301 ALR 1, 247 [948]. 
84 See, eg, ABN AMRO Bank NV v Bathurst Regional Council (2014) 224 FCR 1. 
85 See, eg, CCA s 137B; Corporations Act s 1041I(1B); ASIC Act s 12GF(1B). 
86 See, eg, CCA s 87CC; Corporations Act s 1041M; ASIC Act s 12GQ, discussed in Barbara McDonald, ‘Proportionate 
Liability in Australia: The Devil in the Detail’ (2005) 26 Australian Bar Review 29. 
87 CCA s 87CC; Corporations Act s 1041M; ASIC Act s 12GQ. 
88 See, eg, Corporations Act s 729(1). 
89 Bant and Paterson, above n 34. 
90 See, eg, Re HIH Insurance Ltd (in liq) (2016) 335 ALR 320 concerning misleading conduct in contravention of s 52 
of the TPA and ss 995 and 999 of the Corporations Law (Cth) (precursors of Corporations Act ss 1041E and 1041H); 
Caason Investments Pty Ltd v Cao (2015) 236 FCR 322 concerning misleading conduct under s 1041H of the 
Corporations Act, s 12DA of the ASIC Act and s 9 of the Fair Trading Act 1999 (Vic) (and its cognates in other states), 
and the prohibition on misleading or deceptive statements in s 728 of the Corporations Act; Brosnan v Katke [2016] 
ATPR ¶42-515, 43 051 [121] concerning s 52 of the TPA; Redmond Family Holdings v GC Access Pty Ltd [2016] 
NSWSC 796 (16 June 2016) concerning s 18 of the ACL, s 12DA of the ASIC Act and s 1041H of the Corporations Act. 
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relation to each prohibition on misleading conduct, the chief statutes provide compensatory remedies 
for loss or damage suffered ‘because’91 of, ‘by’92 or that ‘results from’93 that conduct. While each 
statute requires the loss to have been caused by the defendant’s misleading conduct, the courts have 
exposed endemic uncertainty over how these causal requirements operate, and have raised questions 
about the differences in the language employed under parallel and overlapping legislative schemes.94 
Given the scope of coverage of these acts, this degree of doubt is of considerable concern. Moreover, 
the position is arguably far more complex and troubling than even this sketch suggests. Similar, but 
not always identical wording is replicated in a myriad of more specialised legislation addressing 
specific commercial contexts. 95  More recently, it has been realised that civil liability acts may 
combine with these elements to introduce a further degree of complication.96 The consequence of 
these layers of rights and limitations is the emergence of overarching and overlapping legislative 
leviathans of byzantine complexity. A further layer of incoherence is introduced with sporadic and 
ad hoc state-based and territorial statutes such as those in the ACT and SA derived from the 
Misrepresentation Act 1967 (UK) c 7 (‘Misrepresentation Act’), whose operation and relationship to 
the broader legislative schemes remains largely unexplored.97 

At the heart of this problematic growth in statutory provisions on the theme of misleading 
conduct is the ongoing failure by Australian parliaments to treat those principles as contributing parts 
of a holistic system of regulation of a social wrong (misleading conduct). This in turn undermines the 
opportunities for the development of a coherent law of misleading conduct and a blueprint for rational 
and effective law reform. The High Court has in recent years emphasised the principle of coherence 
as an overriding aim and requirement, both of general law and statutory development. 98 In this 
chapter, we understand coherence as requiring consideration of the ‘fit’ between a wide range of 
overlapping statutory and general law principles, all of which are concerned to forbid, deter and 
remedy misleading conduct. Attention must also be paid to how coherence can be promoted between 
our overlapping statutory frameworks. Only from this perspective can we hope to arrive at any clarity 
in our understanding of the existing law, and to identify the gaps and overlaps worthy of law reform 
by those with responsibility for the various legislative schemes. 

IV THE WAY FORWARD 
 

Ideally, the route to resolve the current morass is via a systematic analysis of the current 
patchwork of legislative and general law rules, with a view to producing a more rational roadmap of 
the law of misleading conduct operating across the field of regulated transactions. Under such a 
rationalised scheme, cases of misleading conduct would be subject to consistent and justified legal 
treatment pursuant to nuanced rules developed in light of relevant broader legal and statutory 

                                                 
See also Melbourne City Investments Pty Ltd v UGL Ltd [2015] VSC 540 (7 October 2015); Grant-Taylor v Babcock & 
Brown Ltd (in liq) [No 1] [2014] FCA 437 (2 May 2014). 
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92 See, eg, Corporations Act s 1041I (‘by’); ASIC Act s 12GF (‘by’); TPA s 82 (‘by’). 
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Pty Ltd v Cao (2015) 236 FCR 322, 352 [152] (Edelman J). 
95 See, eg, Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993 (Cth) ss 29VP-29VPA, 55(3) (‘as a result of’). 
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principles. The analysis would enable the law to develop and respond appropriately to misleading 
conduct in all its manifestations and varied contexts, retaining justified distinctions in treatment, 
while eradicating inconsistencies that undermine the law’s effectiveness and validity. An integrated, 
analytical framework would enable misleading conduct to be understood, effectively deterred and 
remedied, for the benefit of victims, the fair treatment of those engaging in corporate and commercial 
conduct and our broader legal, social and commercial communities. This would not only assist parties 
and courts in navigating the current labyrinth of rules concerning misleading conduct: it would 
identify and enable sure-footed law reform to cut through unnecessary litigation and statutory 
duplication, so as to achieve a more just, effective and coherent law of misleading conduct. 

However, that is a significant undertaking which is some way off being realised. In the 
meantime, it is submitted that two further possibilities require far more concerted consideration by 
those charged with law reform in Australia. The first relates to statutory design. As Justice Rares has 
noted, ‘[p]rinciples-based drafting of legislation, in general, identifies the broad nature of the target 
that Parliament wants to hit and leaves it to the Courts to work out answers, in the pragmatic cauldron 
of litigious situations dealing with specific facts’.99 Early iterations of the prohibition on misleading 
conduct were extremely effective from this perspective. They established a broad-based normative 
standard that arguably liberated judges to engage directly with the substantive and shared principles 
and policies that underpin the various doctrines responding to misleading conduct under statute, at 
common law and in equity. Our discussion of just some of the benchmark cases above illustrates the 
merits of this approach, with careful judicial development of the meaning and scope of the section 
working with the benefit of case law and novel fact patterns to develop the jurisprudence of the 
section.  

From this perspective, principles-based drafting accommodated and supported the subtle 
interpretive method developed by the Federal Court, pursuant to which general law principles 
consistent with the statutory language may be drawn upon to support the open-textured statutory 
scheme. This success in marrying legislative design and interpretative method underlines the point 
that the interpretive frameworks developed and applied by courts should be factored in at the point 
of legislative design. That is, legislative drafting should be undertaken in full consciousness of the 
interpretive method that will respond to the particular form of drafting and, as a consequence, the 
ramifications of that design for the substantive operation of the particular provisions and their broader 
general law context. 

By contrast, as we have noted above, the current legislative penchant for highly prescriptive 
and detailed drafting, setting out in prolix detail every conceivable combination of consideration and 
application of the broader principles, has led to telephone directory-sized legislation of almost 
comical convolution that defies navigation, and no doubt increases the cost and complexity of 
litigation. It also significantly hampers the courts’ ability to apply the interpretive method that once 
so supported the development of s 52 jurisprudence, to the benefit of consumers and the broader law 
alike. The result of this shift in legislative design has been that the statutory avenues to relief, once 
favoured over their more complex general law counterparts, are now assuming a back seat to those 
more familiar doctrines. The decision in ABN AMRO Bank NV v Bathurst Regional Council100 
illustrates this conundrum. The conduct in question was found to amount to a negligent 
misstatement,101 and to be misleading in contravention of ss 1041E and 1041H of the Corporations 
Act, as well as s 12DA of the ASIC Act.102 However, the primary focus of the decision was not on the 

                                                 
99 Rares, above n 74, 13. 
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novel and wide-ranging statutory prohibitions, with their more flexible remedial provisions, but rather 
on the law of negligent misrepresentation.103 

In term of legislative design, judged from both the perspective of the individual provisions 
and the legislative scheme as a whole, Australia has found itself, once leading the pack, now bringing 
up the rear of the field. We seem to have experienced a drift away from the commitment to providing 
a clear, simple and flexible response, informing what was then s 52 of the TPA, to a pervasive and 
unfair business practice. The subsequent proliferation of more particularised and overlapping 
prohibitions has undercut the promise and capacity of that regime to develop a coherent law of 
misleading conduct across common law, equity and statute. Meanwhile, other jurisdictions have not 
stood still. At the time of its introduction, s 52 of the TPA stood in stark, and positive contrast to other 
countries’ legislation, such as the English Misrepresentation Act. The latter’s proscriptive and 
restrictive approach to regulating misleading conduct encouraged a much more formalistic approach 
to the range of relief, entrenching traditional categorisations and limitations, including the continued 
separation of statutory and general law remedies into discrete and impermeable legal compartments. 
The result has been that the law has developed in a fragmented way, with the statute unable to respond 
to changes in the common law, and, conversely, the common law left uninformed by any broader 
statutory principles that may underpin the legislation.104  

More recently though, the UK Parliament has introduced consumer redress provisions, which 
our legislative drafters would do well to consider. The Consumer Protection (Amendment) 
Regulations 2014 (UK) SI 2014/870 (the ‘Regulations’) amended the Consumer Protection from 
Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 (UK) SI 2008/1277 by inserting ‘Part 4A – Consumers’ Rights to 
Redress’ into the legislation. Although the Regulations are far more limited in their scope of operation 
than the Australian schemes, so any comparison must be carefully constrained, they do offer lessons 
in terms of the simplicity and clarity of their drafting style. Under this scheme, short, clear provisions 
set out a framework for recovery for consumers affected by misleading or aggressive trade 
practices. 105  Moreover, these provisions were drafted with other legislation such as the 
Misrepresentation Act firmly and expressly in mind. This cognisance addresses the problems of 
incoherence and overlap that are too frequently a hallmark of the recent Australian experience. It is 
important to recognise that the Regulations do not attempt to establish normative standards in the 
same way as the ACL and its counterparts. The object of the Consumer Redress regime is to provide 
a ‘cheap and cheerful’ approximation of general law principles, which draw from, but do not replicate 
those principles, favouring remedial certainty and efficiency over complex and uncertain, though 
potentially more nuanced general law responses. Moreover, the Regulations are confined to consumer 
transactions and, unlike s 18 of the ACL, do not straddle the full gambit of conduct ‘in trade or 
commerce’. However, the simple and clear mode of drafting serves as an illustration and a reminder 
of what can be (and once was) achieved in our Australian legislation. This requires a commitment to 
clarity and, it might be suggested, the confidence and patience to allow the parameters of those 
principles to be worked out by the courts in a careful and prudent manner.  

The second suggestion for improving the current legislative morass arises from the evident 
value to all parties affected by the statutory regime of having clear and accessible guidance about its 
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application. As we have noted, the recent Australian experiment of embedding detailed illustrations 
of the content and operation of the overarching norm against misleading conduct in a myriad of more 
particular provisions has wholly failed to make their content more accessible or certain. The current 
consumer protection regime in Australia must now struggle to reach the consumer and business 
audiences at which it is aimed.106 This is a considerable problem. The reality is that relatively few 
private litigants’ claims for relief from proscribed conduct under the ACL reach courts and make it 
into the law reports. The dominant role of regulators and tribunals in litigation, and the prevalence of 
mediation, ensure that most cases are determined or compromised in the absence of curial oversight. 
Those few cases that currently do reach the courts usually involve well-funded litigants and raise 
issues of considerable complexity and novelty.  

Another approach is required if the statutory purposes of consumer protection and the 
promotion of fair trading practices are not to be seriously undermined. The potential role of soft law 
guidelines in that context is very significant. They provide a ready source of guidance for stakeholders 
affected by the ACL, particularly individuals and small businesses who are unlikely to have the 
resources to pursue a case to court. In many of the disputes involving misleading conduct, such 
guidelines may provide real assistance to those parties in the resolution of their disputes, especially 
in the context of a statutory regime which has become notoriously difficult to navigate — consider 
the placement of the apportionment provision introduced by s 137B in the CCA, not the ACL, or the 
division of responsibility discussed earlier between the ACL and the ASIC Act.  

Soft law guidelines offer at least three benefits. First, they promote access to justice by 
enabling lay stakeholders to understand, in a broad sense, their potential rights and liabilities under 
the statutory scheme, without the need to resort to costly, uncertain and time-consuming litigation or 
dispute resolution. Secondly (and relatedly), soft law guidelines promote the ‘self-execution’ of the 
ACL, encouraging compliance and in turn promoting the protective purpose of the statute. Finally, 
the publication of soft law guidelines would allow courts to identify, review and correct shared 
conceptions of the ACL’s operation, as these are enunciated in the guidelines, thereby promoting 
coherence in the application of the law both within and outside curial proceedings.  

Here again, instructive guidance as to the form that these guidelines might take may be found 
in the Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 (UK) SI 2008/1277. The 
Regulations are supported by an excellent set of guidelines that are published online and are aimed 
at the average consumer, entitled Misleading and Aggressive Commercial Practices – New Private 
Rights for Consumers: Guidance on the Consumer Protection (Amendment) Regulations 2014 (the 
‘UK Guidelines’).107 The UK Guidelines illustrate the operation of the Regulations by reference to a 
series of everyday, realistic and representative case scenarios. They are written in clear, simple 
language and employ short sentences. However, they are sufficiently detailed to be of use to 
practitioners and those charged with resolving disputes involving the Regulations. Relevant 
regulations are specified but the case law is not discussed. The guidelines provide clear answers where 
they are available and also indicate the possibility of other remedies where the effect of the 
Regulations is uncertain or would be highly fact-dependent. To take one of the examples, the 
guidelines note that a mother subject to a supermarket’s bogus claim may be able to claim damages 
for distress and inconvenience, in addition to restitution of the sum she paid as a result of the 

                                                 
106 See also Emily Klotz, ‘Misleading or Deceptive Conduct in the Provision of Financial Services: An Empirical and 
Theoretical Critique of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 
2001 (Cth)’ (2015) 33 Company and Securities Law Journal 451. 
107 Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy, Misleading and Aggressive Commercial Practices – New 
Private Rights for Consumers: Guidance on the Consumer Protection (Amendment) Regulations 2014 (14 August 
2014) GOV.UK <https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/misleading-and-aggressive-selling-new-rights-for-
consumers>. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/misleading-and-aggressive-selling-new-rights-for-consumers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/misleading-and-aggressive-selling-new-rights-for-consumers
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supermarket’s misleading conduct. 108  Finally, the guidelines provide a flowchart of consumer 
remedies available under the Regulations, demonstrating how they respond to aggressive and unfair 
practices and their relationship one to the other. 

The ACL and its statutory equivalents, with their diverse and interacting remedial 
smorgasbords, may not lend themselves equally well to a neat flowchart compared with the uniform 
and tiered Regulations established in the UK. The remedies available to consumers in the UK are 
simpler, easier to understand, have clearly specified applications, and are set out in a single 
instrument, which is arguably more clearly structured and easily navigated on its face than the ACL, 
with or without guidelines. Moreover, the challenge faced in Australia is that our consumer protection 
legislation also protects businesses and thus often applies to sophisticated commercial transactions. 
Yet it is this exact difficulty in pinning down the comparatively complex remedial rules set out by 
the ACL and its counterparts that highlights the need for guidelines of some sort to provide assistance 
in navigating the wide-ranging and disconnected provisions. Such guidelines would improve its 
accessibility for consumers, practitioners and mediators, at the very least in core or representative 
categories of cases that commonly attract the application of the statutes. Relocating the current 
detailed legislative directions and illustrations to new soft law guidelines would reduce the length and 
complexity of the statutory schemes, re-emphasising the generality and comprehensiveness of the 
overarching prohibition. This simple and powerful message — do not mislead whatever the 
commercial context — would then be supported by a range of representative illustrations for 
particular industries. This guidance would in turn promote low cost access to justice under the regime 
for the large majority of relatively straightforward and small value disputes commonly affected by 
the legislation. A related benefit would be the freeing up of tribunal and court resources to focus on 
the more difficult cases that raise more subtle questions of statutory interpretation, and which require 
particular guidance on the scope of the open-ended prohibition and remedial regime. 

V CONCLUSION 
 

In 1989, Justice French (as he then was) commented that: 
It would require the untroubled vision of a cargo cultist to imagine that the legislature's gift to consumers 
embodied in Pt V of the Trade Practices Act is capable of any grand synthesis with the law of torts. The policy 
imperatives and history of the one and the quirky almost biological evolution of the other, indicate only limited 
possibilities for cross-fertilisation. … More importantly, there can be no assumption that the words of the statute 
are able to be glossed, overlaid or explained with concepts derived from the common law.109  

This chapter suggests that the relationship between the statutory prohibition, its remedial 
provisions and the common law has provided a much richer source of insight and cooperation than 
his Honour perhaps allowed. However, as foreshadowed by Justice French, the statutory scheme has 
indeed emerged as a unique and independent body of law. The regime has not been read down as a 
poor cousin of the law of torts, but sits alongside its general law doctrines, offering a clear expression 
of the primary wrong and a flexible smorgasbord of responses. In this light, it is a pity that the 
legislature has not had more confidence in the ability of courts to navigate effectively these relatively 
straightforward provisions, choosing instead to cloud and complicate a ground-breaking regime. To 
the extent that the legislative provisions addressing misleading conduct multiply and proliferate with 
fine differences in wording and remedies but with little apparent substantive policy objectives 
between them, the internal coherence of the regulatory regime as well as across general law and 
statutory boundaries is reduced. What is needed is fresh recognition by parliament of the implications 
for statutory design of the need for coherence within the statutory realm, as well as between statute 

                                                 
108 Ibid 18-9. 
109 Justice R S French, ‘The Law of Torts and Part V of the Trade Practices Act’ in P D Finn (ed), Essays on Torts 
(Law Book, 1989) 183, 183.  
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and the general law. In both aspects, the hallmark interpretive method developed by the Federal Court 
in giving effect to the statutory prohibition on misleading conduct continues to show the way. 
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